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Abstract - Communication in wireless network is quite susceptible to mobility, nodes capacity and power consumption level. 
These might contributes to the major problem of TCP performance degradation where there are highly potential of packet loss 
and packet reordering. In this research, we manage to observe the impact of packet behavior once the node’s capacity is 
limited when passing on-going data. This condition occurs when the node’s buffer starts to be overloaded. A simulation study 
by using OPNET Modeler 14.5 is conducted to achieve the purpose. A static ad hoc topology with the size of users (2
n where n=0, 
1, 2, 3 and 4
) is used to observe several parameters such as throughput, number of packet dropped, retransmission count and end-
to-end TCP delay. The results show that the size of buffer for ad hoc node influence the network performance whenever 
number of users is changed. In future, we plan to extend this study in a way of deeply understanding the effect of mobility in 
wireless network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless is an alternative advanced technology that 
plays an important role to convey shared information 
among users wherever there is limited by distance and 
cost. This can be seen its current applications in WLAN, 
Satellite Network, Wireless Sensor Network and Cellular 
Network. It shows that a big step has been took places in a 
modern communication nowadays. However, the 
communication over wireless environment still faces its 
own challenges [1, 2] such as: 
 High Bit Error Rate (BER)  
 Mobility  
 Power / Energy consumption  
 Channel Contention  
 Topology Changes  
For an ideal case, each packet should be arrived at 
destination and then ACKs will be sent to inform it has 
been successfully received and awaiting for next packet 
delivery. However, there are potential of unexpected 
events happened during packet delivery as discussed in 
[3]. For wireless, these challenges contribute to two main 
problems [4, 5]: packet loss and packet re-ordering. Both 
problems give a sign of network congestion phenomenon. 
In order to verify these problems have been occurred, the 
majority of researcher makes a simple measurement by 
observing the value of throughput [6].  
As a solution, the Congestion Control mechanism [7] 
has been adapted to the de facto standard, TCP.  Almost 
90 % of Internet traffic comes from TCP-based [8, 9] and 
there are many TCP variants has been developed over 20 
years. To deal with heterogeneous network, this 
mechanism had experienced some modification. Unlike 
wired, the inability to interpret the types of packet loss in 
wireless [10, 11] which normally represents congestion 
situation drives into wrong congestion control action later. 
Hence, the wireless network performance shows a 
drastically degradation.    
In this study, the paper goal is to study the packet 
behavior in wireless network. This will be demonstrated 
on a small group of users which the size of users is given 
as a formula, 2
n where n=0, 1, 2, 3 and 4
. A simulation study is 
carried out with OPNET Modeler 14.5 [12].  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 
II reviews the wireless architecture, types of packet loss 
and current approach to deal with packet loss in wireless. 
Section III describes an experimental study about packet 
behavior in wireless network. In Section IV, we analyses 
the simulation results. Section V concludes the present 
paper and discusses some possible extensions of our work. 
II. BACKGROUND STUDY 
A. Wireless Infrastructure 
Basically, there are two types of Wireless 
Infrastructure: Ad hoc mode and Infrastructure mode. The 
former form allows nodes to be connected without Access 
Point. Each nodes act as a router and forward packet until 
arrived at the destination. MANET and Vehicular Ad hoc 
are examples for ad hoc wireless network. 
The latter form uses an Access Point to divert packets 
transmission among wireless nodes. WLAN, Cellular 
Network and Satellite Network shares common feature in 
order to communication each others. 
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B. Congestive Loss vs. Non-Congestive Loss  
Like wired, the network congestion also happened in 
wireless network. However, the causes of this problem 
have been contributed mainly from the wireless properties 
itself. It is related to link properties, channel properties 
and mobility rather than limited resources capability as in 
wired. Therefore, the assumption of packet loss as the 
only indication of the present of congestion problem is not 
suitable for wireless anymore. In many studies, researcher 
has defined two types of packet losses based on their 
causes: Congestive Loss and Non-Congestive Loss. 
Congestive loss [4] refers to packet loss mainly caused 
by limited buffer space availability. Once it has been 
detected, then the traditional TCP Congestion Control will 
start to do control and recovery activity. This activity 
involves retransmit the lost packet only (Fast Retransmit) 
and remain the level of packet transmission without re-
enter Slow Start phase (Fast Recovery). The well-known 
TCP Congestion Control is called TCP Reno [13].  
Meanwhile, Non-Congestive Loss [14] is refers to 
packet loss caused by link, channel and mobility. Since 
wireless is error-prone environment [15], therefore the 
practical action towards packet loss is retransmitting the 
lost packet only. There is no congestion control applied 
when this non-congestive loss has been detected. This 
decision is important to avoid from drastically wireless 
network performance degradation if both losses 
considered as equal. 
C. Wireless Congestion Control  
The initial Congestion Control mechanism was 
invented for TCP traffics in wired environment. When 
wireless start deployed widely in communication world, 
this mechanism has been adjusted to handle congestion 
problem which also occurred in wireless. The weakness of 
TCP Congestion Control obviously appeared when the 
TCP Reno fails to react effectively in wireless [16]. To 
overcome this weakness, the congestion avoidance phase 
has been enhanced by identifying the potential types of 
packet losses before deciding the possible action to be 
taken. This approach is called as Packet Loss 
Identification (PLI) [6, 17].  
Implementation of PLI can be categorized into three 
types [18] which are Single Metric-based, Multiple 
Metric-based and Inference-based. Common metrics [19] 
used such as round trip time (RTT), inter-arrival time, 
jitter, congestion window , average loss ratio and others.  
In some cases, a small packet has been created as 
additional information during data transmission. To have 
more accurate identification, the information from router 
likes Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [20] and 
Backward Congestion Notification (BCN) [21] also used. 
The implementation of PLI can be seen in many 
wireless congestion control solution such as TCP 
Westwood [22], TCP Jersey [1], NCLPD [23], TCP Vegas 
[24], TCP WELCOME [25], TCP Peach [26], TCoWN 






In this study, a proper methodology has been designed 
to get an expected output. This can be referred to the 
following work flow depicts in Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1 : Methodology to be used 
Start with defined a simple ad hoc network, the 
scalability of the network is determined by a formula 2
n
 
where n is given as 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4. For this study, 
mobility issue is out of our consideration. Therefore, all 
mobile nodes are set to be no trajectory. Here, the constant 
bit rate (CBR) data has been chosen (video streaming) in 
order to observe the packet behavior correspond to the 
changes of buffer size and users in wireless environment. 
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There are two scenarios created to represent Scenario 
1 (Equal buffer, B) and scenario 2 (Large buffer 4xB). 
Several parameters will be observed and then analyzed 
more detail later. This simulation will be run for 60 
seconds. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
A. Network Environment Setup 
In this section, a simple ad hoc network was designed 
as illustrated in Figure 2. This network consists of a group 
of mobile wireless users are located surrounding to a fixed 
wireless node as a ring topology. For all mobile nodes, 
they are considered as stationary nodes (no trajectory) and 
expected to work perfectly where all in-range of wireless 
coverage. The detail information of wireless network as 
stated in Table 1 below. 
 
 
Figure 2 : The proposed network 
 
TABLE 1 : WIRELESS NETWORK CONFIGURATION 
WLAN Technology IEEE 802.11b 
Physical 
Characteristic 
Direct Sequence Spread 
Spectrum (DSSS) 
Data rate (bps) 11 Mbps 





For application configuration, the streaming 
application with a high video resolution was chosen. The 
surrounding nodes are expected to access this application 
from a fixed node where its buffer size will be adjusted 
later on.  
 
B. Evaluation Metrics 
In this study, the capability of buffer at a fixed node 
was observed. Packets are expected to be dropped if 
buffer space is overloaded. This action is known as Drop 
tail which is the most widely deployed scheme today. We 
collect some useful information such as throughput, 
number of packet dropped, retransmission count and end-
to-end TCP delay. This selection based on possible output 
to represent a possible scenario once network begin to be 
congested. 
 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS & ANALYSIS 
In this section, the simulation result for the impact of 
the changing of buffer space at a fixed node was 
presented. We use two values of buffer sizes which are B 
= 256kbits, referred as the “equal buffer” and another is 
given as B = 1024kbits, referred as the “large buffer”. 
These values have been selected to show the differences 
of buffer space availability for ad hoc topology towards 
network congestion. 
 
Figure 3 : The relationship between data dropped and throughput 
respected to number of users, 2n 
Figure 3 illustrates the influence buffer size to data 
dropped and throughput when the number of users N is 
changed. The mixed information can be separated into 
two graphs where the bar chart represents data dropped, 
meanwhile the line graph represents throughput. To 
analyze this simulation result, we manage to increase 
number of users by a simple formula; 2
n
 where n is 0, 1, 2, 
3 and 4.  
From the bar chart, it can be seen that the overall 
numbers of data dropped was gradually increased as 
number of users changed. For a single user (n = 0), only a 
small and equal number of packets dropped occurred for 
both cases. Meanwhile for n > 0, this pattern slightly 
differs from each case where the larger buffer always 
higher number of packets dropped than the equal buffer 
case.  
From the line graph, the overall throughput was 
declined as reported when number of users changed. Like 
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throughput for both buffer cases. However, this trend start 
to decrease once number of users changed.  For large 
buffer case, it shows that its throughput is much lower 
than an opposite case. As expected, the throughput should 
be decreased whenever data kept longer in buffer once the 
space availability is more than usual.  
 
 
Figure 4 : The influence of buffer size to retransmission attempts 
respected to number of users, 2n 
Figure 4 shows the influence of buffer size to 
retransmission attempts respected to number of users, 2
n
. 
For a single user (n = 0), both cases have almost 0.05 
packets during retransmission attempts once network 
congested. Meanwhile, for n > 0, it can be seen that the 
retransmission attempts for large buffer is always greater 
than equal buffer in order to achieve a highly throughput. 
Basically, this activity takes place once sender does not 
receive any ACK before timeout or missing information 
caused by link problem especially in wireless 
environment.  
 
Figure 5 : The influence of buffer size to delays respected to number of 
users, 2n 
Figure 5 shows the influence of buffer size to delays 
respected to number of users, 2
n
. For a single user (n = 0), 
the delay for both cases show slightly different at almost 
0.1 seconds. The difference of buffer size between both 
cases is four times which eventually gives some impact 
which contributes to the packet delay. As expected, high 
delays will be happened in larger buffer compared to 
equal buffer.  
In summary, the buffer size plays an important role in 
a ways to understand their effects on network 
performance. With a constant bit rate (CBR) data and 
users (2
n where = 0,1,2,3 and 4
), the packet behavior has been 
observed correspond to the availability of buffer space 
such as throughput, number of packet dropped, 
retransmission count and end-to-end TCP delay. 
From the simulation result discussed above, it shows 
that the network performance in ad hoc network also can 
be degraded whenever number of users is changed.  
 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, our intention to study on how node’s 
buffer space gives impact to the in-flight packets in ad hoc 
environment without taking any consideration of mobility 
and power consumption level matter. With a controlled 
size of users (2
n where n=0, 1, 2, 3 and 4
), the simulation result 
shows that the “larger node’s buffer size” will makes 
network performance degradation more critical compared 
to the “equal node’s buffer”. This can be seen throughout 
several selected parameters which are: low throughput, 
high number of packet dropped, high number of 
retransmission attempts and long. Therefore, it can be 
concluded the changes of node’s buffer space availability 
in ad hoc environment plays an important point in order to 
have better the network performance. In the future, we 
plan to investigate the impact of mobility, wireless error 
loss, hidden and exposed terminal, contention, and use 
different topologies. 
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